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Thoughts, readings and reflections
based on this week’s lectionary readings

January 4, 2015
Epiphany of Our Lord
The readings this week:
◦ Isaiah 60:1-6 ◦ Psalm 72:1-7, 10-14
◦ Ephesians 3:1-12 ◦ Matthew 2:1-12
Click here to read this week’s Scriptures

On Magi and Journeys
It is difficult to read this piece of the Christmas story
and not picture three youngsters wearing Sunday
School Pageant finery and sporting ill-fitting crowns,
making their way down the center aisle while the
congregation sings, "We Three Kings." And yet, my
imagination is taking me in a different direction this
year as I consider the story before us now. Oh, yes,
there is the truth that the gifts these royal travelers
presented appear to point to death for this newborn
baby. And yes, there is the wonder that all the world
was coming to kneel at his feet. Still, I find myself
wondering about these travelers themselves and what
compelled them to take such a journey in the first
place. And so it is that I find myself returning to the
poem by T.S. Eliot, "Journey of the Magi." (If you
want to hear it read by the poet, go to this link:
Journey of the Magi.) For what a journey it must have
been for those who first followed that star. Indeed,
Eliot imagines it as difficult all the way through from
beginning to end and his poem asserts that the
challenges did not cease for them once they returned
home. And how could it have been simple after that?
For they had, no doubt, risked their fortunes and their
reputations to travel far --- only to have their purposes
nearly thwarted and their lives threatened by a
paranoid ruler. For they had traveled to see royalty
and they were led to kneel before a baby born of poor
parents in an out of the way place. They must have
had dreams and nightmares both about this particular
journey for the rest of their lives as they wondered at
its meaning for them and for all the world.
And so find myself thinking of those wise men, those
magi, those kings and I find myself wondering about
what stirred in their hearts to compel them to risk so
much. What deep yearning for something other than
what they had known led them to travel so far? And
as I think of them I find myself thinking of all of us
and wondering at other journeys taken...and what it is
that makes such journeys possible, necessary,
preferable, even, to simply living the life that is right

before us. What sign in the sky, what communication
from God, would make me go that deep, that far to
discover its meaning for me?
And then it strikes me that those travelers to
Bethlehem were simply living their lives to their
natural conclusions. For apparently their life's work
was studying the stars. And when they saw a star
which seemed to hold such meaning, all they could do,
if they were to be true to who they were called to be,
was to follow its direction. So having studied the stars
and having felt the prodding of one particular star to
take this incredible journey, when they came to the
place to which the star led them, they were met there
by God. We know this could not have been at all what
they expected --- at least not God in the form and
circumstance before them there. And it may well have
been true, as in T.S. Eliot's estimation, that things were
never quite the same again for them --- and perhaps in
ways that were not all that pleasant. Still, in that baby,
they met the 'Holy One,' God's Own Son. And all they
were doing was what they believed they were made to
do.
And yet, at the same time, this was probably more than
what they bargained for when they first started out --for packing up to travel to far flung places was
probably not in the job descriptions they first accepted.
Indeed, in what they set out on here and in what they
experienced in and through this journey, there was a
whole lot more for them now than sitting in a quiet,
familiar place, taking notes on parchment and sharing
their insights with others.
Perhaps this is so for all of us. As we use and develop
the gifts that God has planted within us... as we
become all we were made to be, with eyes and hearts
open, perhaps we, too, will encounter God there as
well. And yet, there must be a point, it seems when
we follow God's leading out of our most comfortable
places in order that we might encounter the Holy One
as well. And it could be that it might not look like we
thought it would, but in the surprise itself, perhaps
God resides.
Dancing with the Word, Rev. Dr. Janet H. Hunt

Reflecting on the Word
____1st Reading: Isaiah 60:1-6
Even though darkness covered the earth, light and glory
had come to Jerusalem. Isaiah wanted to make the
Israelites to know this. Are there still “dark” areas in the
world today? Where? Who will take the light to them?
Can God’s light guide you in your own darkness? Does
Jerusalem have any light of her own? Are nations coming
to her or to the light? What do you think draws people to
the Church today? What is the source of the Church’s
light? Do you know some people who give off this light?
If so, describe them. The Center for Liturgy
____Psalm Reading: Psalm 72:1-7, 10-14

Christ, as the king in the psalm does, comes for the “the
weak and the needy” and those who experience
“oppression and violence,” and the foreigners who came
from afar to pay homage are included in this promise. The
King, Christ, comes to redeem the lives of all, including
those foreign. How do you feel about subverting
expectations? Have you ever had God answer prayers or
do something completely outside of your expectations?
Sermons That Work

Praying Toward Sunday
O
Christ,
Here comes the world,
drinking your light and basking in your brightness;
the wise and ignorant, kings and beggars, CEO’s
and cowboys,
from Great Britain, India and Bolivia,
from everywhere.
Shine
your soft light
on the darkness inside us.
Incense our minds and hearts with your grace.
Be the treasure in our hearts.
Be the gift that we
give.
Amen.
____3rd Reading: Ephesians 3:1-12
Just what was this manifestation that brightened the whole
world? Why was a star an integral part of the story (the one
that led the wise men from foreign lands)? “It was not
made known to people in other generations as it has now
been revealed…by the Spirit.” When did people first learn
that it was God’s plan to save all creation and not just a
chosen people? Why does God reveal things to people little
by little? How does God work in your life? The Center for

...for those who teach, and those who
preach, and those who visit, and those who
build, and those who nurture children, and
those who clean, and those who invent and
those who heal and those who....well, you fill
in the blank. Maybe like those magi from so
long ago, our first calling is simply to be who
we were made to be. And then to keep our
eyes and ears and hearts open to when we
are called to step out in faith, somehow
taking those gifts of God to their natural
conclusions. Oh, those times will come to us
all, that's guaranteed. And when they do, and
when we follow God's leading within and
beyond them, it is also a sure thing that we
will encounter God, perhaps in unexpected
ways and places, too. And it is also certain
that our lives will never be the same again.

Liturgy

____4th Reading: Matthew 2:1-12
God sent the Wise Men a message that caused them to ride
camels half way across the known world. Would you ever
put this kind of effort into something? What was worth this
kind of a search for them? For you? Put yourself in the
place of the travelers in the story here. What must have
been their thoughts, their hopes, and their fears as they
began this incredible journey? As they ended it? Have you
ever known yourself called on such a pilgrimage? What was
its outcome? How were you changed? The Center for
Liturgy, Dancing with the Word

